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Abstract Carefully categorized postmortem human
brains are crucial for research. The lack of generally
accepted methods for processing human postmortem brains
for research persists. Thus, brain banking is essential;
however, it cannot be achieved at the cost of the teaching
mission of the academic institution by routing brains away
from residency programs, particularly when the autopsy
rate is steadily decreasing. A consensus must be reached
whereby a brain can be utilizable for diagnosis, research,
and teaching. The best diagnostic categorization possible
must be secured and the yield of samples for basic inves-
tigation maximized. This report focuses on integrated,
novel methods currently applied at the New York Brain
Bank, Columbia University, New York, which are
designed to reach accurate neuropathological diagnosis,
optimize the yield of samples, and process fresh-frozen
samples suitable for a wide range of modern investigations.
The brains donated for research are processed as soon as
possible after death. The prosector must have a good
command of the neuroanatomy, neuropathology, and the
protocol. One half of each brain is immersed in formalin
for performing the thorough neuropathologic evaluation,
which is combined with the teaching task. The contralateral
half is extensively dissected at the fresh state. The ana-
tomical origin of each sample is recorded using the map of
Brodmann for the cortical samples. The samples are frozen
at -160C, barcode labeled, and ready for immediate
disbursement once categorized diagnostically. A rigorous
organization of freezer space, coupled to an electronic
tracking system with its attached software, fosters efﬁcient
access for retrieval within minutes of any speciﬁc frozen
samples in storage. This report describes how this
achievement is feasible with emphasis on the actual pro-
cessing of brains donated for research.
Introduction
The psychological and ﬁnancial burdens of neurodegener-
ative diseases increasingly strain the familial and social
framework of our societies. This trend is linked to the
gradual lengthening of life expectancy and is therefore
worsening [25]. Thus, ongoing efforts to lessen the burden
of neurodegeneration must be improved both qualitatively
and quantitatively. Many neurodegenerative diseases occur
exclusively in humans. For this reason, the natural course
of their pathogenesis can only be methodically and thor-
oughly investigated within the human brain. Therefore, the
availability of carefully categorized postmortem human
brains is crucial for stripping bare the complex cascade
of the deleterious mechanisms leading, for example, to
dementia or movement disorders. Thus, it is essential to
promote brain donation for research [13, 45, 51].
The lack of generally accepted methods for processing
human postmortem brains for research persists despite the
huge advancements in brain banking [4, 7, 16–18, 27, 28,
30, 37, 40, 43, 47, 49]. Thus, developing standardized
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centers are the prerequisites to meet the growing require-
ments of modern research. This constellation of well-
coordinated efforts of brain donation, processing, storage,
and research is crucial for alleviating the miseries of
neurodegeneration.
Nevertheless, brain banking cannot be achieved at the
cost of the teaching mission of academic institutions by
routing brains away from residency programs, particularly
when the autopsy rate is steadily decreasing [24, 39]. A
compromise must be worked out whereby a brain can be
utilizable for diagnosis, research, and teaching.
Above all, any human brain donated for research must
be accurately categorized according to clinical and patho-
logical data. The best diagnostic categorization possible
must be secured and reached, at the same time maximizing
the yield of samples for basic investigations. Thus, carrying
out reliable, reproducible methods is all-important.
Electronically recording either the absence of changes or
the type, distribution, and extent of changes in brains
banked, is imperative to best meet the precise requirements
of explicit investigations in a qualitative, timely manner.
Electronically tracking the samples to monitor their destiny
greatly enhances the capability of brain banking. Indeed,
coupling the electronic tracking system with a database
including the diagnostic characteristics of the stored blocks
assists in sorting out a set of samples that best match the
parameters of a tissue request. Additionally, electronic
tracking of the methodically categorized samples is
essential for swift retrieval of those that are suitable for a
speciﬁc request among the ones kept in freezers.
The methods currently applied at the New York Brain
Bank––Columbia University, New York––are meeting
these challenges. They were developed along basic
guidelines provided by pioneers of brain banking, includ-
ing, among others, Drs. E. D. Bird, N. J. Cairns, F. F. Cruz-
Sanchez, R. Faull, M. Graeber, C. M. Hulette, K. Jellinger,
R. Ravid, and W. T. Tourtellotte. The late Dr. E. P.
Richardson and Dr. E. T. Hedley-Whyte were central in
combining the tasks of postmortem neuropathologic eval-
uation, teaching, and brain banking.
The methods reported here have been gradually con-
structed, improved, and implemented since 2001, thanks to
strong support from Columbia University, the Taub Insti-
tute under the leadership of Dr. Michael Shelanski and Dr.
Richard Mayeux, and the Hereditary Disease Foundation.
These methods are adequate for achieving reliable diag-
nostic assessments, efﬁcient teaching, and obtaining many
well-characterized and optimally prepared brain samples
that fulﬁll the requirements of modern research, especially
on neurodegeneration.
A rigorous organization of freezer space, coupled to an
electronic tracking system with its attached software,
fosters efﬁcient access for retrieval within minutes of any
speciﬁc frozen sample among more than 150,000 currently
in storage. In 2006, the monthly mean of samples disbursed
to eligible neuroscientists worldwide was up to 500. The
monthly mean of source brains for the corresponding dis-
bursement of samples was 150. The time line between the
receipt of a request and the actual disbursement of samples
was ﬁve working days. This report describes how this
achievement is feasible with emphasis on the processing of
brains donated for research.
Brieﬂy, modern methods of brain banking must make
the following crucial aims attainable:
– To accomplish a thorough postmortem examination for
reaching the best neuropathological categorization
– To teach students and residents
– To harvest for research as many samples as possible
from brains donated in such a way that each sample
can be disbursed immediately, once categorized
diagnostically
– To track the samples stored using a set of variables for
sorting out those among[100,000 that best match the
speciﬁc requirements of a wide range of investigations.
To achieve these aims, the brains donated for research must
be optimally processed as soon as possible after death. The
prosector must have a good command of the neuroanat-
omy, neuropathology, and the protocol. After harvesting
the cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF), one-half of each brain is
immersed in formalin for performing thorough neuropa-
thologic evaluation, which is combined with the teaching
task. The contralateral half is extensively dissected in the
fresh state. Up to 150 or more fresh samples are harvested
per half-brain, either as blocks or as pulverized aliquots of
parenchyma. The anatomical origin of each sample is
recorded using the map of Brodmann for the cortical
samples [11]. The samples are frozen using liquid nitrogen
vapor (LNV) at -160C, and barcode labeled. Currently,
three measurable parameters serve to assess the quality of
the tissue banked: the pH value, the yield of total RNA per
unit of tissue, and the extent of degradation of ribosomal
RNA.
Thus, samples banked are: (1) LNV fresh frozen blocks
(size range between 0.3 9 0.5 9 1.0 cm and 0.5 9 2.5 9
3.0 cm), which are especially suitable for studies requiring
preservation of the cellular morphology and that of the
cytoarchitecture of the area of interest; (2) aliquots of
fresh-frozen pulverized brain parenchyma (1.0–1.5 ml),
especially for studies focusing on biochemistry, protein
studies, or molecular biology; (3) fresh-frozen CSF ali-
quots (1.0–1.5 ml); (4) fresh-frozen miscellaneous tissues
(e.g., pineal gland, pituitary gland, choroid plexus, ves-
sels); (5) a standardized series of 18 buffered formalin
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cord; and (6) 10% buffered formalin phosphate-ﬁxed
remnants of brain and spinal cord that are left from the
dissection.
This report focuses on integrated methods (referred to as
‘‘Protocol 1’’) of processing brains donated for research,
which are designed to: (1) reach accurate neuropathologi-
cal diagnosis; (2) optimize the yield of samples; and (3)
process fresh-frozen samples suitable for a wide range of
modern investigations, using either traditional or the latest
technologies. These methods are now applied successfully
at the New York Brain Bank (NYBB) of Columbia
University. Indeed, our novel methods optimize the yield
of precious human brain tissue for research, secure the
postmortem diagnostic procedure, and foster teaching
opportunities for scientists in training, medical students,
residents, fellows, and health professionals. Although the
logistics of the electronic tracking system and combined
software are essential operative assets of the NYBB, only
key relevant points will be addressed in this report. Not
addressed in this report are the safety precautions and the
issues of conﬁdentiality that must be applied in human
tissue repository for research.
The facilities and personnel
The laboratories of the NYBB are next to the autopsy
suite of the New York Presbyterian Hospital. The oper-
ation of the NYBB is fully integrated with the functions
of the Department of Pathology and Neuropathology of
the New York Presbyterian Hospital. This integration
fosters the teaching tasks of the department, and prevents
the duplication of efforts in the histology laboratory for
processing the tissue used for microscopic evaluation
of the banked brains. Thus, each brain donated to the
NYBB is an opportunity to establish deﬁnitive post-
mortem diagnoses, teach trainees, and harvest samples for
research.
The operational space assigned to the NYBB consists of
ﬁve and one-half rooms: (1) storage freezer room
(32.0 m
2), (2) laboratory (35.0 m
2), (3) dissection room
(16.6 m
2), (4) storage room for formalin-ﬁxed samples
(3.9 m
2), (5) ofﬁce of the director (27.0 m
2), and (6) one
shared room for administration (8.0 m
2). The total surface
of these rooms is 122.5 m
2.
The personnel include a laboratory supervisor, an
administrative assistant, a postdoctoral research scientist,
and a board-certiﬁed neuropathologist, who is the director
and who has as an appointment in the Department of
Pathology. The director and the postdoctoral research sci-
entist, both MDs, perform the dissection of the brains and
are on call 24 h/7 days.
Equipment used for Protocol 1
To prepare a brain according to Protocol 1, we use the
following items:
1. A double-walled vacuum vessel (XLC140);
2. One pair of Teﬂon-coated aluminum plates
(1.0 9 8.0 9 10.0 cm);
3. A cold surface to lay the freshly sectioned slices;
4. A porcelain mortar (Fisher Catalog 60319) with a
pestle (Fisher Catalog 60320);
5. A spherical Dewar ﬂask (Fischer Catalog 10-196-C,
code 5694);
6. ‘‘Polyfoam Insulated Storage Chest’’ with dry ice;
7. Plastic bags ‘‘Bitran SX 2 9 4, reclosable, leak-
proof’’ (Fisher Catalog 19240093; MFG#: FSB-
4740);
8. Polypropylene ‘‘Wheaton Cryule, 2.0 ml’’ vials
(Fisher catalog 03-341-18H, E, G);
9. Boxes (Fisher catalogue 5954) to keep either frozen
blocks in plastic bags (no. 7 above), or brain aliquots
in vials (no. 8 above);
10. 5.0 ml Syringe ‘‘Luer-Lok’’ (Fisher catalog 309603).
Accessories for slicing the brainstem and cerebral
hemisphere:
11. Slide holder wrapped with gauze;
12. Cutting ice support (CIS) with two aluminum plates,
one facing the cut surfaces, and one for abutment;
13. Brain cutting board; 1 knife (Victorinox, 455-14,R.H.
Forschner Co.); scalpels, safety razor blades, spatula,
and photographic setup.
Details on speciﬁc items used will be provided with the
proceedings implicating them.
Upon reception of the fresh brain
Only professionals who are familiar with neuroanatomy,
neuropathology, and have a good command of the protocol
perform the dissection of the brain to minimize the prob-
ability of overlooking unexpected changes [31]. Usually,
two individuals are involved with the dissection, which
lasts between 60 and 90 min.
The whole fresh brain is examined, photographed, and
weighed. Any identiﬁed abnormality is recorded. Then the
CSF is obtained. To harvest the CSF, the whole, fresh brain
is placed on the cutting board with the ventral aspect facing
the prosector and with the frontal poles away from the
prosector. A transverse cut is performed through the distal
end of the infundibulum. Then, the distally truncated safety
needle cap attached to a clean 5 ml syringe is inserted into
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To increase the yield of CSF, the occipital lobes are gently
raised to drain the CSF toward the infundibulum. Then,
aliquots of the CSF are generated using an appropriate
number of barcoded vials, each containing about 1.5 ml.
The olfactory bulb(s), pineal gland, and optic nerve are
then harvested, frozen, and placed in separate, barcoded
vials.
Dividing the brain
Two variants are used: (1) usual (Fig. 1), that includes two
options; and (2) amyotrophic lateral sclerosis variant
(Fig. 2). For the usual variant, a sagittal cut is performed
either in a dorsoventral direction through the corpus
callosum ﬁrst, or in a ventrodorsal direction, ﬁrst through
the midline of the brainstem and then through the corpus
callosum.
The sectioning in a ventrodorsal direction is recom-
mended to secure a perfect sagittal split of the brain. If
the section is performed in a dorsoventral direction, the
following precautions should be taken (Fig. 1a). Before
sectioning, one should make sure that: (1) a gap exists
between the frontal lobes; (2) the medulla oblongata is
aligned so that it is in perfect continuity with the rostro-
caudal axis of the corpus callosum; (3) the cut must be
perpendicular to the cutting board; (4) the knife is pulled
smoothly, possibly with one stroke, using the full length of
the blade. A slightly oblique sagittal cut will result in
having the hypothalamus, raphe nucleus, or the 12th cranial
nerve nucleus absent or incomplete in one half-brain. This
problem can be avoided if the brain is sectioned in a
ventrodorsal direction after placing rolled gauze above the
corpus callosum to keep the hemispheres apart (Fig. 1b–d).
To unequivocally obtain the 12th cranial nerve nuclei
bilaterally in alternate blocks that are either frozen and
banked, or ﬁxed for microscopic evaluation, a modiﬁcation
Fig. 1 Usual variant for sectioning the brain sagittally. The dorso-
ventral sagittal cut through the corpus callosum is the simplest variant;
however, it requires experience to obtain a cut passing exactly through
the midline (a). To secure a section passing perfectly through the
midline, four sheets of gauze are rolled together along their
longitudinal axis, stretched, and carefully apposed to the dorsal aspect
of the corpus callosum (b). The brain is rotated so that its dorsal aspect
is resting on the cutting board. Then the knife is carefully placed along
the midline of the brainstem and between the frontal lobes, ventrally,
and then the cut proceeds, possibly with one stroke, using the full
length of the blade. Note the presence of a lipoma attached to the right,
lateral aspect of the infundibulum (c). Medial aspect of the left half-
brain sectioned in a ventrodorsal direction after having placed the
gauze belt over the corpus callosum (d)
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variant.’’ This variant is applied when processing brains of
patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). At the
fresh state, before performing the sagittal split of the brain
through the corpus callosum, the myelencephalon is sepa-
rated transversally from the metencephalon (Fig. 2a–c).
Then, four, 0.3 cm-thick transverse slices of the myelen-
cephalon are obtained; two of them are formalin ﬁxed for
the neuropathologic evaluation, and two are frozen and
banked (Fig. 2d). Details on how to obtain these blocks are
provided below.
Laterality
The selection of which half-brain is prepared for research
depends on the numerical day on which the fresh brain is
received for processing (e.g., even day, right half; odd day,
left half). However, if a unilateral lesion is detected on
gross examination of the fresh brain, the side involved is
formalin ﬁxed. In instances in which the extent of the
degenerative changes is asymmetric, as in corticobasal
degeneration (CBD) for example, the more severely
atrophic side is kept for neuropathological evaluation.
In the absence of a focal lesion or symptoms indicative
of a localized, concomitant pathologic process, it is
assumed that the ﬁndings in one half-brain reﬂect the
parenchymal state of the contralateral half-brain, which is
veriﬁed while processing the ﬁxed counterpart. If the cut
surface of any freshly processed slice shows unexpected
changes, that sample is immersed in formalin. Thus, it is
important that a trained professional processes the fresh
half-brain at this seminal stage of brain banking. One
must guarantee that the samples made available to neuro-
scientists harbor the anomalies proper to the disease
investigated, or are eligible as control.
Fig. 2 Variant applied when processing brains of patients with
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, which is referred to as ‘‘ALS variant of
Protocol 1’’ (P1-ALS variant). This variant secures the presence of
the bilateral nucleus of the hypoglossal nerve (XII) in blocks used
either for research (frozen) or diagnostic (formalin ﬁxed). The
myelencephalon (a) is detached from the metencephalon (b) before
the sagittal cut through the corpus callosum (c). Then 0.3 cm-thick
transverse slices are obtained from the myelencephalon. Alternate
slices are frozen (d) or ﬁxed (not shown)
Fig. 3 One half-brain is processed fresh. Up to 150 blocks and
parenchymal aliquots are harvested and barcode labeled (de-identiﬁed
link and site of origin). The contralateral half is ﬁxed for
neuropathological evaluations
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for research, and that of the contralateral half used to reach
the best diagnostic categorization, as an integrated part of
the teaching mission of an academic center.
Multiple sampling eases the reproducibility of experi-
ments using blocks of tissue from the same brain by the
same team, or among diverse teams of investigators, which
is compellingly essential for validating results. Moreover,
multiple sampling allows comparisons of data, which may
derive from different Brodmann areas. This is a must for
correlating ﬁndings obtained with functional neuroimaging
methods, including tensor- or voxel-based morphometry.
Multiple sampling expedites the disbursements of brain
blocks or aliquots with accurate topographic and diagnostic
distinctiveness.
Three series of blocks are harvested: (1) a series of 36
blocks obtained from 18 precisely selected areas of each
half-brain, which is referred to as ‘‘standard brain blocks’’
(SBB). The 18 blocks to be frozen, which are obtained from
the fresh half-brain (Fig. 4: representative fresh frozen
blocks, top row, right), exactly match the complementary
set of 18 blocks obtained from the ﬁxed half-brain (Fig. 4:
representative matching formalin ﬁxed blocks, middle row,
right), which is processed for microscopic examination
(Fig. 4: bottom row, right), and obtained from the fresh
half-brain only; (2) a series of blocks, which includes the
remainder of the same areas (homotopic extra series) as the
SBB series deﬁned above, without, however, matched
counterparts from the ﬁxed half-brain (e.g., additional
levels including the visual cortex); and (3) a series of blocks
(heterotopic extra series) referred to as ‘‘additional brain
blocks’’ (ABB) [e.g., a block including Brodmann areas
(BA) 11, 47] obtained outside the areas dealt with above. In
addition to these three series of blocks, pulverized brain
aliquots, pulverized in liquid nitrogen, are harvested and
stored frozen in vials (see below).
Sectioning the fresh half-brain
The anatomical origin (e.g., Brodmann area) of each cor-
tical sample that is banked is one of the factors used to
identify any specimens in storage [11]. Thus, the dissection
of the fresh brain must be meticulous and anatomically as
precise as possible. Therefore, a few technical details are
provided. Because the demand for the mesencephalon is far
greater than its availability, two levels are obtained
(Fig. 5).
Fig. 4 Standard brain blocks (SBB): a series of 36 blocks are
obtained from 18 precisely selected areas of each half-brain (see
Figs. 12, 22). Representative, frozen blocks (SBB4, 5, 6), obtained
from the fresh half-brain (upper right) or from the ﬁxed half-brain
(middle right), from which Luxol fast blue counterstained with
hematoxylin and eosin 7 lm thick sections are produced for
microscopic evaluation (lower right), are perfectly matched. See text
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reticulata[pars compacta. The caudal level includes the
decussation of the superior cerebellar peduncle with the
pars compacta[pars reticulata. To best obtain these two
levels, the following technique (Amaya’s version) is
applied (Fig. 6): the hemi brainstem and hemi cerebellum
from the fresh half-brain are detached from the cerebral
hemisphere by a transverse cut through the rostral tip of the
mesencephalon along a straight line, tangent to the ventral
aspect of the mammillary body, and to the dorsal aspect of
the superior colliculus (this line is parallel to the line
passing between the superior and inferior colliculi, and
the dorsal edge of the 3rd cranial nerve). Next, the hemi
cerebellum is detached from the hemi brainstem by
sequentially sectioning the superior, middle, and inferior
cerebellar peduncles.
Fresh hemi brainstem
The best transverse slices of the hemi brainstem can be
attained using a slide holder wrapped with a 3.0 9 20.0 cm
piece of gauze (Fig. 7), which has been moistened with
100% ethanol. Once carefully applied, the gauze is kept
steady around the slide holder by locking the two ends
while closing the lid. Then, the successive cut surfaces of
the hemi brainstem are apposed against the bottom of the
stabilized slide holder to sequentially obtain 0.3 cm-thick
transverse slices.
The cuts are performed gently with one stroke of the
knife. The weight of the knife provides the vertical force
for sectioning. Each cut is made within one stroke and is
perpendicular to the cutting board, and parallel to the
apposing surface of the slide holder. While cutting, the
prosector, using his thumb and index ﬁnger in an upside-
down ‘‘U’’ shaped position, holds the anterior and posterior
Fig. 5 Alternate, fresh, and LNV-frozen hemi mesencephalon: left,
rostral fresh/frozen slices; right, caudal transverse fresh/frozen slices,
each about 0.3 cm thick. The frozen slices are resting on a cold
Teﬂon-coated aluminum plate (see text). The rostral level is
especially suitable for research focusing on progressive supranuclear
palsy (PSP), and the caudal level for studies on Parkinson’s disease
(PD)
Fig. 6 Separation of the hemi brainstem with attached cerebellum
from the cerebral hemisphere. The plan of the cut grazes the ventral
edge of the mammillary body, and the dorsal edge of the superior
colliculus
Fig. 7 Slide holder with gauze and hemi brainstem, the cut surface of
which is applied against the bottom or lid of the stabilized slide holder
to obtain regular, transverse, 0.3 cm thick slices. The razor blade and
the vertical aluminum plate keep the slide holder steady
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the knife.
Fresh hemi cerebellum
The vermis is gently applied to the clean cutting board, and
then sequential, 0.3 cm-thick, sagittal slices are obtained.
Two blocks, including, in a dorsoventral direction, the
cortex, album cerebelli, and dentate nucleus, are banked as
standard blocks. Additional blocks are taken as DNA res-
ervoir, and aliquots of pulverized parenchyma, mainly the
cortex.
Fresh cerebral hemisphere
To obtain optimal 0.5 cm thick coronal slices of the cere-
bral hemisphere, a carpeted ‘‘cutting ice support’’ (CIS) is
used, against which the successive cut surfaces of the
Fig. 8 The posterior aspect of the cutting ice support (CIS) includes
two hooks (framed) to which the carpet of gauze is anchored; the
vertical plate on the back stabilizes the CIS (a). Anterior aspect of
the CIS (b): ﬁrst, an aluminum plate is apposed vertically against the
front of the ice-ﬁlled container to provide a perfect ﬂat surface. Then,
one end of the carpet of gauze is anchored to one hook, which is on
the posterior aspect of the CIS (a). The carpet is stretched over the
aluminum plate on the front, and anchored to the other hook of
the CIS on the back. Thus, the stretched carpet evenly covers the
aluminum plate apposed against the anterior aspect of the ice-ﬁlled
container. A rubber band braces the carpet to steady it. Lateral view of
the CIS (c). The CIS is resting on a cork cutting board and is apposed
against the vertical aluminum plate, which is on the back (a). The
cerebral hemisphere is placed on the movable plastic cutting board
that abuts the front of the CIS and is slightly elevated to take full
advantage of the vertical, carpeted surface (c). The long axis of the
movable cutting board and the tangent of the ventral aspect of both
the temporal and occipital lobes are aligned and strictly perpendicular
to the anterior aspect of the CIS. These axes, the vertical carpeted
surface of the CIS, and the long axis of the cork cutting board serve as
guides while sectioning the cerebral hemisphere. The tangent to the
ventral aspect of the temporal and occipital lobes of a right cerebral
hemisphere is aligned with the long edge of the movable cutting
board, and is near the right-handed prosector; the blade of the knife is
parallel to the carpeted surface (d); conversely, the tangent is away
from the right-handed prosector when a left cerebral hemisphere is
processed (e). The long edges of the movable cutting board are kept
perpendicular to the CIS and the cut surface of the hemisphere is
evenly applied against the carpet (e)
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kept frozen at -5C, and is retrieved shortly before pro-
cessing a brain.
The CIS consists of a modiﬁed plastic container
(18.0 9 13.0 9 8.0 cm; Republic Molding Corp., Chi-
cago, IL 60648, no. 334/3334). Two plastic hooks are
placed, as shown in Fig. 8a. Holes are drilled; distal seg-
ments of safety needle caps (of 5.0 ml syringe) are inserted
within the holes in an inside-out direction. Once the hooks
are positioned, the container is ﬁlled with water, and the lid
tightly placed.
To achieve a perfectly even, vertical, cold area against
which the cut surfaces of the cerebral hemisphere will be
applied to obtain optimal slices, a 17.0 9 14.0 9 0.5 cm
aluminum plate is placed between the front aspect of the
ice-ﬁlled container and a carpet of gauze (Fig. 8b, c). This
carpet consists of 10–15, or more layers of gauze that are
carefully superposed, and moistened with 100% ethanol.
Two ‘‘buttonholes’’ are made to ﬁx to the hooks (Fig. 8a)
and stretch the carpet. First, the frontal pole, and then the
successive cut surfaces of the cerebral hemisphere, will be
apposed against this stretched, ﬂattened, cold carpet for the
serial slicing (Fig. 8d, e).
Optimizing the yield of fresh frozen samples that are
well characterized anatomically and diagnostically, and
ready for immediate disbursement once categorized, is the
quintessence of this protocol. The banked fresh frozen
samples consist of blocks or aliquots of parenchyma
obtained from precise anatomical areas, as deﬁned by
Brodmann for the cerebral cortex (Figs. 9, 10)[ 11]. As
regards the cerebral hemisphere, this is achieved by
obtaining a series of coronal slices, the ideal thickness of
which is 0.5 cm.
The extent of the harvest of fresh frozen samples depends
on the impression of the quality of the brain (as can be
assessed at the time of processing, e.g., consistency,
presence or absence of streaks of parenchyma on the blade
of the knife), on the information on the premortem state of
the patient, and on the inventory of the samples available in
storage freezers. The half-brain of a clinically well-cate-
gorized individual, which is without evidence of autolysis,
will be extensively dissected. Up to 150 or more samples
will be obtained. In this instance, the deep gray nuclei and
hemi-brainstem are entirely banked, the exception being
minute portions that are trimmed from selected blocks so
that their surfaces match that of a histology slide. If evi-
dence of autolysis are noticed at the time of processing, a
minimum of 66 fresh frozen samples are banked, which
consist of blocks and pulverized parenchyma (vials). The
advantage of this relative, selective practice is that frozen
samples are stored from each brain donated. Furthermore, it
allows prioritization of cabinet space of freezers, which is
limited, according to the quality of the samples harvested.
Positioning the cerebral hemisphere
The cerebral hemisphere is cut coronally along an axis
perpendicular to a line that is tangential to both the ventral
aspect of the inferior temporal gyrus and the occipital pole
(Fig. 8d). Either the medial or the lateral aspect of the
hemisphere rests on the movable plastic cutting board in
obtaining coronal slices. The stability of the cerebral
Fig. 9 The Brodmann areas (BA) are shown color-coded on the
lateral aspect of the left cerebral hemisphere
Fig. 10 Posterior aspects of fresh, coronal slices of two distinct
hemispheres passing through the amygdala, as they appear on the cold
plate (Fig. 11), ready for the harvest of either the standardized (SBB)
or additional blocks (ABB), and of the aliquots (vials). The Brodmann
areas (BA) are shown color-coded (a) and are used as one of the
identiﬁers of the blocks that include the cortex. The framed areas
represent the standardized brain blocks SBB8 (amygdala), SBB7 (GP,
globus pallidus), and SBB16 (cingulate gyrus) (b)
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rests on the cutting board. This option is best for obtaining
0.5 cm-thick slices that are free of distortion. However, the
discrete anatomical landmarks of the medial aspect of the
hemisphere are not visible. Nonetheless, topographic
accuracy of the standard blocks is secured because of the
distinctive condition of the slices obtained (Fig. 10).
Coronal slicing of the fresh cerebral hemisphere
The following procedural explanation focuses on the
option in which the medial aspect of the cerebral hemi-
sphere rests on the movable cutting board (Fig. 8): most of
the description is valid for the alternate option, which will
be complemented when necessary.
First, the cerebral hemisphere is perfectly aligned by
matching the tangent to the ventral aspect of the temporal
and occipital lobes with one of the two long edges of the
movable cutting board, which are perpendicular to the CIS.
Initially, the frontal pole, and then the successive cut sur-
faces of the cerebral hemisphere are gently and carefully
applied against the vertical carpet as shown in Fig. 8.T h i s
carpet stabilizes each cut surface of the hemisphere while
the sectioning to generate the next slice occurs. The plate
with the apposed carpet is perpendicular to the cutting
board and serves as a guide for the vertical trajectory of the
blade.
To optimize the yield of ﬂawless coronal slices, the
following three steps are recommended:
1. Placing the blade of the knife at the site of its entry
within the cerebral hemisphere: The cutting edge of the
blade that is near the handle of the knife is placed at the
precise site where it will enter the hemisphere; the site
of entry extends to within 0.5 cm from the surface
of the vertical carpet, the exception being the two
adjustments mentioned below to obtain the amygdaloid
nucleus or the subthalamic nucleus.
2. Orienting the blade: Once the placement of the blade is
made, it is oriented. Ideal orientation requires that:
a. A right angle is formed between the imaginary line
of the blade and the long border of the cutting
board, which is away from the prosector.
b. The blade is kept perpendicular to the cutting
board, and, as mentioned, to within 0.5 cm from
the vertical carpet.
3. The actual sectioning.
As for the brainstem, the cut is performed gently with slow,
long strokes, taking advantage of the full length of the
blade. The weight of the knife provides most of the vertical
force for sectioning. While sectioning, the prosector, using
his free hand in an upside-down ‘‘U’’ shaped position,
holds the hemisphere as close as possible to the blade of the
knife.
Before each cut, the knife is immersed in water, then
both sides of the blade are swept with a clean, humid
sponge, then sprayed with a mist of absolute alcohol, and
then superﬁcially wiped with gauze.
One recalls that the stabilizing carpet is made up of 15
or more layers of gauze. To prevent parenchymal con-
tamination while obtaining the coronal slices, when
necessary, one anchor corner of the spoiled layer of gauze
is sectioned, and this layer is ﬂipped over to expose the
next one beneath it, which is clean. The knife is thoroughly
washed and sharpened following each brain processed.
When processing a right cerebral hemisphere, the edge
of reference of the cutting board for aligning the tangent to
the ventral aspect of the temporal and occipital lobes is the
one near the (right-handed) prosector (Fig. 8d). When
processing a left cerebral hemisphere, the edge of reference
is the one away from the prosector (Fig. 8e). The ﬁrst cut is
0.5 cm posterior to the frontal pole. Subsequent slices are
made parallel to the ﬁrst cut at 0.5 cm intervals. However,
to ideally obtain the amygdaloid nucleus (SBB8), a cut
should pass through the posterior third of the anterior white
commissure (Fig. 10b). To ideally obtain a block of the
thalamus including the subthalamic nucleus (SBB17), a cut
must pass through the posterior edge of the mammillary
body. Thus, the intervals between cuts should be adjusted
twice. The hemisphere is sequentially moved toward the
CIS, with the cut surface closely applied to it (Fig. 8e).
As the cerebral hemisphere is cut, each slice is placed on
a cold metal surface (Fig. 11) with its posterior aspect
facing up. They are sequentially laid from left to right, with
the ﬁrst slice (frontal pole) at the upper, left corner of
the cold plate. Between 16 and 22 slices are obtained,
depending on whether the brain is atrophic or normal, and
Fig. 11 The cold surface consists of a Styrofoam platform on a
mobile cart, which is overlaid by a carpet of ice packs wrapped with a
cotton towel on top of which a steel plate is placed. The space
between the ice packs and the steel plate can be adjusted to control the
temperature of the plate. On the cold steel plate, the coronal slices of
the cerebral hemisphere are laid down with the posterior aspect faced
up. The container on the left corner of the steel plate holds absolute
ethyl alcohol and a razor blade for harvesting blocks from the coronal
slices
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The cold surface is used to keep the slices cold during the
sectioning of the fresh, cerebral hemisphere, which then,
during the harvest of the samples, will be frozen and
banked.
Fresh frozen blocks (SBB and ABB)
We identiﬁed 18 brain sites (see below) from which the
harvested blocks can match up to 95% of tissue requests,
as per our experience during the past 20 years. The parts
Fig. 12 Posterior aspect of fresh, cerebral hemispheric slices, rostral
aspect of transverse mesencephalic and myelencephalic slices, and
sagittal cerebellar slice. The telencephalic, diencephalic, and cere-
bellar areas are framed from which the standard brain blocks (SBB)
are obtained. The mesencephalon yields two blocks in toto (SBB10.1,
10.2), the myelencephalon two to four (SBB13.1, etc.), as does the
metencephalon (not shown)
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series of carefully selected blocks, the harvesting of which
we have standardized. Furthermore, the availability of an
identical, but contralateral series is crucial for the
microscopical assessment and diagnostic categorization of
the brains that are banked. Thus, as mentioned, the blocks
of this series are referred to as ‘‘Standardized Brain
Blocks’’ (SBB); 18 are obtained from the fresh half-brain
(Fig. 12), and 18 from the ﬁxed half-brain. Pictures
including the anatomical landmarks of the SBB are
available online (http://www.newyorkbrainbank.org). The
18 standard brain blocks depicted are the reference blocks
(as per their origin and nature) of the SBB series. Because
brain tissue is extremely valuable, more blocks are
harvested. These extra blocks are either homotopic or
heterotopic with reference to the standard series (SBB, see
below).
Homotopic extra blocks contain either the same BA or
structure(s) as the one(s) included in one of the 18 refer-
ence blocks or SBB. For example, SBB1 contains BA9.
Many blocks containing BA9 can be obtained. Thus, the
additional blocks containing BA9 are homotopic to the
reference block SBB1, and are identiﬁed as SBB with a
denominator that distinguishes each of them (SBB1.2,
SBB1.3, etc.), and from the original block or reference
block (SBB1.1).
A heterotopic block is a block that does not share its
origin with any block of the standard series (SBB) and is
referred to as ‘‘Additional Brain Block’’ (ABB), which is
further identiﬁed according to the BA to which it belongs.
The minimal size of either SBB or ABB is about
0.3 9 0.5 9 1.0 m. Their maximal size is about 0.5 9
2.5 9 3.0 cm.
The series of SBB and ABB blocks are removed
sequentially from the fresh, coronal slices. To freeze the
blocks with liquid nitrogen vapor (LNV) we use a pair of
Teﬂon-coated aluminum plates (each plate measuring
1.0 9 8.0 9 10.0 cm) and the XLC140 vessel (Fig. 13).
To obtain LNV, we use an XLC140 vessel (Fig. 13).
The walls of this vessel include a sponge that absorbs
liquid nitrogen (LN) and gradually releases it as vapor or
LNV within a centrally located cavity where the samples
are being frozen. Liquid nitrogen vapor allows freezing
samples at LN temperatures without LN contact. Because
LNV as compared to LN exerts less stress on the tissue, and
minimizes the interface during the freezing process,
Fig. 13 Vessel model XLC140, and a pair of Teﬂon-coated alumi-
num plates. A pair of Teﬂon-coated, aluminum plates (each plate
measuring 1.0 9 8.0 9 10.0 cm) for freezing blocks of tissue, rest on
the shoulder of the double-walled vacuum vessel XLC140 (XLC140
vessel provider (8/2002): LNV Freezing Vessel, MVE, Inc., Two
Appletree Square, Suite 100, 8011 34th Avenue South, Bloomington,
MN 55425-1636. Phone: 1-800-2474446, ask for Steve Shaw, Sales
Manager. XLC140 vessel with plain lid cover, foam insulation, vapor
shipper insert, and caster wheelbase. Ask for Harvard BTRC
speciﬁcations.)
Fig. 14 Lower Teﬂon-coated aluminum plate with fresh frozen
samples, as they appear upon removal of the upper Teﬂon-coated
aluminum plate. Five levels of the frozen hippocampal formation
(SBB5, body; SBB18, head of hippocampus) were obtained from one
half-brain (a). Lower plate with 24 alternate frozen segments of the
spinal cord (b)
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processing of a brain for research, yielding blocks with
minimal or even without freezing artifacts. At regular
intervals (once/24 h), LN is added to the XLC140 vessel to
maintain its low temperature (-160 to -180C; the actual
temperature of liquid nitrogen is -195C). LN is stored in
a special tank in the dissecting room. A backup tank of LN
is kept available.
The pair of pre-cooled (-70 to -100C) Teﬂon-coated
aluminum plates is used to create a ‘‘sandwich’’. The
‘‘sandwich’’ consists of a lower plate on which ﬁve or more
fresh blocks are laid ﬂat (Fig. 14). Then, on top of
the blocks, the upper plate is gently apposed. Next, the
‘‘sandwich’’ is instantly transferred within the cavity of the
XLC140 vessel. A lid is placed on top of the XLC140
vessels while the freezing takes place (about 5 min). Once
frozen, the blocks are removed from the ‘‘sandwich’’, and
carefully arranged on the cold shoulder of the XLC140
vessel in such a way as to avoid mixing up the blocks. Next,
each block and its speciﬁc barcode label are transferred into
an individual plastic bag, which is then sealed (Fig. 3). The
bagged samples are subsequently stored temporarily at
-80C in an operational freezer and then electronically
tracked and dispersed in storage freezers (see below).
Fresh frozen brain parenchyma aliquots
In addition to both the SBB and ABB series, samples of
cerebral cortex, cerebral white matter, and cerebellum are
obtained separately to provide aliquots of fresh frozen
parenchyma. These aliquots are ideal for biochemistry,
protein studies, or molecular biology investigations. They
are not suitable for studies requiring the preservation of
cytoarchitecture or cellular morphology. The process of
freezing these cerebral or cerebellar cortical aliquots
differs from the process of freezing the white matter
aliquots.
Cerebral or cerebellar cortical aliquots
Once the SBB and ABB blocks have been obtained, fresh
blocks of cerebral or cerebellar cortexes are harvested
from the leftovers of the slices. When applicable, these
samples are obtained from deﬁned BA as accurately as
possible.
The cortical samples of either the cerebrum or cerebel-
lum are immersed in liquid nitrogen, and then pulverized in
a porcelain mortar. The resulting granules are transferred
into 2.0 ml, polypropylene ‘‘Wheaton Cryule, 2.0 ml’’
vials [Fisher catalog 03-341-18H, E, G (Fig. 3)]. To
maximize the anatomic speciﬁcity, both the mortar and
pestle must be carefully cleaned before processing samples
from each of the different regions.
Cerebral white matter aliquots
The white matter samples are obtained from the center
semiovale and consist of cores measuring about 3.0 9
0.3 9 0.2 cm. The cores are laid down ﬂat on a pre-cooled,
Teﬂon-coated, 1.0 9 8.0 9 10.0 cm aluminum plate, and
then transferred into the XLC140 vessel. Next, the appro-
priately labeled vials are ﬁlled with these frozen cores.
Freezers
We use ‘‘ultra-low freezers’’ (\-70C) grouped into two
categories (Fig. 15):
Operational freezers and storage freezers
Each freezer is connected to: (1) the standard, hospital
electric supply network; (2) the emergency generator
dependent electrical supply network; (3) CO2 cylinders;
and (4) remote calling alarm system.
Operational freezers
Two operational freezers are used. ‘‘Freezer A’’ is located
within the dedicated brain cutting room, and ‘‘Freezer B’’
is kept within the freezer storage room.
Fig. 15 Operational and storage freezers; sample dispersal, CO2
backups, and alarm. Each freezer is connected to: (1) the standard
hospital electric supply network; (2) the emergency generator
dependent electrical supply network; (3) a CO2 cylinder; and (4)
remote alarm system. An extra backup set of CO2 cylinders is kept in
the storage freezer room
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samples obtained at the time of processing the fresh brain
for research. Samples in ‘‘Freezer A’’ are electronically
labeled, but not tracked. Once a week, the newly acquired,
barcode labeled, and frozen samples are removed from
‘‘Freezer A’’ and electronically tracked while dispersed
within the storage freezers (see below).
‘‘Freezer B’’ is the backup freezer. This freezer is to be
used exclusively for emergency situations, and only during
the period required for repairing or replacing the disabled
storage freezer. Thus, ‘‘Freezer B’’ must be kept empty and
running so that frozen samples can be transferred and
stored in it temporarily, should one of the storage freezers
fail. In case of a freezer failure, the layout of any storage
freezer can be replicated in ‘‘Freezer B’’ without disrupting
the electronic tracking coordinates of the samples provi-
sionally kept in it.
Storage freezers
Storage freezers are kept in a dedicated room and used for
storing electronically tracked, frozen samples. These sam-
ples are made available for research, locked, or kept
indeﬁnitely as DNA reservoirs, which are duplicated and
stored in two separate freezers.
Brieﬂy, the cabinet space of the storage freezers is
compartmentalized hierarchically into shelves, racks, col-
umns, and boxes. Two groups of boxes are used: (1) for
storing the LNV-frozen, standardized brain blocks (SBB)
Fig. 16 Empty SBB, or ABB, or block ‘‘box-area’’ (Fiberboard Storage Box, Fisher catalogue 5954, divider 11-678-24C) (a). Partially ﬁlled
SBB, or ABB, or block ‘‘box-area’’ (b)
Fig. 17 Empty vial ‘‘box-area’’
(Fiberboard Storage Box, Fisher
catalogue 5954, divider 13-989-
218) (a). Filled vial ‘‘box-area.’’
The ﬁlled vial ‘‘box-area’’
contains 81 vials, each of which
is electronically tracked (b)
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boxes for samples included in vials (brain aliquots)
(Fig. 17). A barcode label uniquely deﬁnes each freezer,
shelf, rack, or box, in addition to each sample that is har-
vested for research and stored.
Box-area versus box-brain
The most important compartment of a storage freezer is
the box in which the samples are kept (Figs. 16, 17).
Traditionally, a dedicated freezer space or box, which is
hereafter referred to as ‘‘box-brain,’’ was assigned to a
brain (case). Now, the storage of samples is based on
the concept of ‘‘box-area’’ instead of ‘‘box-brain.’’ The
numerical identiﬁer of the brain determines the identity of
the ‘‘box-brain’’ where it is stored, while the anatomical
origin of the samples determines the identiﬁer of the
‘‘box-area’’, as ‘‘area’’ refers to the anatomical origin of
the samples the box contains. SBB containing the same
anatomical structures are stored together, independent of
their source brains. They are kept in boxes (SBB or ABB
‘‘box-area’’), the designation of which depends on the
anatomical characteristics of the blocks they harbor
(Fig. 16). Similarly, vials containing either cortical or
white matter aliquots from the identically targeted BA are
stored together independent of the brain from which they
were obtained. They are kept in a vial ‘‘box-area’’
(Fig. 17).
A SBB ‘‘box-area’’ has 24 compartments (Fig. 16a). A
ﬁlled ‘‘box-area’’ contains 24 LNV-frozen blocks, all
including the same anatomical area from up to 24 brains (or
24 source brains). Only 23 compartments are occupied in
the box depicted in Fig. 16b. One compartment (lower
right) is free, and is recorded as such by the software. This
compartment will be replenished when the next series of
samples will be stored. Overall, this electronic tracking of
the compartments that become free upon ongoing dis-
bursements of samples enhances the use of the freezer
cabinets by 45%.
A vial ‘‘box-area’’ has 81 compartments (Fig. 17). Thus,
a SBB or a vial ‘‘box-area’’ contains samples from the
same anatomical area, which were obtained from many
brains. To ease the location of a sample in either SBB
‘‘box-area’’ or vial ‘‘box-area,’’ the site of each of the 24 or
81 compartments is deﬁned through coordinates. The
algebraic system used includes ‘‘columns’’, and ‘‘ranks’’ or
‘‘rows’’ (Figs. 16, 17).
Storing samples using ‘‘box-area’’ rather than ‘‘box-
brain’’ minimizes the dead space in freezers that results
when speciﬁc parts of a brain are disbursed. Thus, a
given ‘‘box-area’’ can be replenished proportional to the
number of samples retrieved for disbursement. This
necessitates a rigorous monitoring of sample inputs and
outputs. In contrast, free space resulting from disburse-
ments of parts of a brain stored in a ‘‘box-brain’’ cannot
be re-used because the identiﬁers of both the ‘‘box-
brain’’, and the brain the ‘‘box-brain’’ contains, are
shared. Retrieval of samples is faster if stored in ‘‘box-
area’’ rather than ‘‘box-brain’’, for most requests include
the same areas from many source brains. Thus, the time
during which a freezer is kept open for the retrieval of
samples can be reduced, which in turn decreases the
ﬂuctuations of its cabinet temperature and hence the
stress on the tissue samples.
Dispersal of samples in storage freezers
The ‘‘box-areas’’ are stored in such a way that samples of a
single brain are dispersed in 3–6 separate storage freezers,
depending on the number of samples obtained from the
source brain. Thus, in the event of a failure of an individual
freezer, despite the provisions in place, it is unlikely that
the entire set of samples obtained from a single brain would
be ruined.
Samples cannot be added or retrieved from any storage
freezers without the supervision of the laboratory super-
visor, except in emergency situations. For example, if a
storage freezer fails, whoever happens to be in a position to
perform the transfer of samples from the idle freezer to the
backup operational freezer will perform the transfer. If
such a transfer must be undertaken, the following precau-
tions must be taken. While transferring the racks, one must
make sure that the topographic status or distribution of
these racks in the back-up freezer matches that of the
disabled freezer. This precaution keeps valid the coordi-
nates of the electronic tracking of the samples that must be
transferred and stored temporarily in the backup opera-
tional freezer.
Assessment of tissue quality (PMI, pH, ribosomal
RNAs)
Antemortem events, such as anoxia or hypovolemia,
affect the molecules in brains more profoundly than a
prolonged postmortem interval at least up to 24 h [3, 15,
32, 34]. There is no signiﬁcant change in the pH of the
CSF or of brain samples within a postmortem interval of
24 h [3].
Measurement of tissue pH provides a means to screen a
postmortem brain for RNA preservation, and helps match
control versus diseased brain samples [5, 32, 40].
Qualitative assessment of ribosomal RNA, and deter-
mination of tissue pH are performed using two blocks (one
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0.5 9 0.5 9 1.0 cm). These blocks are harvested at the
preoccipital notch (BA37), where the watershed territory
of the anterior, middle, and posterior cerebral arteries
is located. If a longstanding, terminal hypoxia or hypo-
volemia occurred, then, theoretically, related changes
involving this site should be reliably representative for
the rest of the brain. Harvesting of these two blocks is
performed at the end of the brain processing to maximize
the accuracy of the assessment of tissue quality.
Postmortem interval (PMI) determination
The lapse of time between the transition from life to death
(or mortal agony) can be short or protracted with or
without metabolic imbalance, which inevitably affects the
quality of the brain and the onset of autolysis [1, 17, 22,
23, 29, 35, 41, 44]. Autolysis of the brain is believed to
begin with the occurrence of death, the exact time of
which may or may not be determined precisely. The
inﬂuence that autolysis has on the quality of brain samples
prepared and used for research is multifactorial and
unpredictable [2, 12, 14, 48]. Some investigators opine
that the effects of autolysis are minimal within 5–12 h or
even 24 h or longer following death [4, 6, 36, 42, 50].
Experiments assessing the effects of the postmortem
intervals on brains using mice or rats support these
observations [38]. Nonetheless, to minimize the conjec-
tural effects of autolysis, the preparation of samples for
research at the NYBB is performed as soon as possible
after death, on a 24 h/7 days a week schedule.
There are no universally accepted criteria for deﬁning
the postmortem interval (PMI) [52]. To gain insight about
the effect of autolysis on tissue quality, two postmortem
intervals are recorded. One is referred to as ‘‘postmortem
interval-cold room’’ (PMI-cr). The other is referred to as
‘‘postmortem interval-frozen’’ (PMI-fzn), which is more or
less equivalent to the PMI commonly referred to in the
scientiﬁc literature.
– PMI-cr is computed according to the following
formula:
PMI-crðin hoursÞ
¼ Time when the body or brain is put in cold ð Þ
  Time of death
*: ‘‘In cold’’ means when (date including hour) the body is
placed in a cold room [usually with ambient temperature
ranging between 5 and 10C; or when (date including hour)
the brain is removed, and placed on wet ice].
– PMI-fzn (or PMI) is computed according to the
following formula:
PMI-fznðin hoursÞ
¼ PMI ¼ð Time starting processing ð Þ þ 1hÞ
  Time of death
*: Time starting processing is the time when the processing
of Protocol 1 starts. 1 h is added to this time to include the
Fig. 18 Cerebral cortex [SBB4,
Brodmann area 18; 60-year-old
man, control; postmortem
interval frozen (PMI-fzn):
14:30 hours] frozen with liquid
nitrogen vapor. The cortico-
subcortical junction is at the
bottom of the picture (a). The
ﬁeld magniﬁed (b) is from an
area located near the center of a,
just to the left of the V-shaped
vessel. The morphology of
neurons, astrocytes, or
oligodendrocytes, is preserved.
A1 0lm thick section. HE
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samples.
pH determination
The block of frozen cerebral cortex (BA37) is weighed.
Water at neutral pH is added to the tissue (1.0 ml/100.0 mg
of tissue), followed by thorough homogenization with a
tissue homogenizer. pH values are measured in triplicate
and at room temperature, using a standard Corning
electrode.
RNA assessment
The quality of 28S and 18S ribosomal RNAs of each
brain prepared for research is assessed. Brieﬂy, total RNA
is extracted from 50.0–100.0 mg of cerebral cortex
(BA37) using RNA-STAT 60 reagent (Tel-Test, Inc.,
1511 Country Road 129, Friendswood, TX 77546). Deg-
radation is then tested with electrophoresis, using 1%
agarose gel. The bands are stained with ethidium bromide
and photographed digitally. A picture of the RNA gel and
the pH values are included in the anonymous ﬁle of the
corresponding brain.
Our current method for assessing the pH is probably less
reliable than using a ‘‘Bioanalyzer’’, which we will acquire
in the near future.
Freezing artifacts
As mentioned, LNV is used as a cryogen, which allows
freezing samples at LN temperature (about -180C)
without LN contact. The interface between the brain
samples (the temperature of which is about 5–10C, or
more) and N vapor is minimized. Brain blocks measuring
up to 0.5 9 2.5 9 3.0 cm remain intact when frozen with
the vapor phase of N. In contrast, they tend to fragment
into pieces when frozen with the liqueﬁed phase of N.
Furthermore, with LNV, freezing artifacts are minimal
(Fig. 18a). The morphology of neuron, astrocytes or oli-
godendrocytes is preserved (Fig. 18b). Many pathological
changes can be readily identiﬁed (Fig. 19). Notably, his-
tology sections from large blocks, which were frozen using
LNV, show less freezing artifacts than sections obtained
from blocks frozen on dry ice with its enthalpy of subli-
mation at -78C (Fig. 20). The table lists major pros and
cons between the latest methods developed using LNV and
those using dry ice, either by freezing half-brain en bloc, or
ﬁrst by obtaining slices at the fresh state, which are then
frozen on dry ice (Table 1).
Fig. 19 Cerebral cortex [SBB3, Brodmann area 7; 91-year-old
demented woman with multiple cerebral hemorrhages; postmortem
interval frozen (PMI-fzn): 17:45 hours] frozen with liquid nitrogen
vapor. Freezing artifacts are minimal despite the poor condition of the
brain in the fresh state. Cerebral amyloid angiopathy, hemosiderino-
phages, gliosis, neuritic plaques, and neuronal loss are clearly
identiﬁable. A 10 lm thick section. HE
Fig. 20 Cerebral cortex [SBB4, Brodmann area 18; 92-year-old
dementedwoman;postmortemintervalfrozen(PMI-fzn):03:55 hours]
frozen with dry ice. Marked ice-artifacts; however, cellular identiﬁca-
tion is still possible. A 10 lm thick section. LHE
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mally frozen block may be studded with unexpected
vacuoles. Thus, these vacuoles may not be caused by the
freezing of the block at the time of processing the fresh
brain. However, improper handling of blocks, or of the
individual thin sections while generating them within the
cryostat, or during the staining procedure, may produce
confounding artifacts (Fig. 21a, b). As a rule, a block,
Table 1 Comparison of freezing methods
Condition Advantages Disadvantages
Frozen ‘‘En bloc’’, usually dry ice (-78.5C) Freezing does not require expertise or
special apparatus, is simple and quick;
entire half brain is banked
Evaluation of tissue conﬁned to external
surface; large space in freezer; difﬁcult
to access within freezers; must be
warmed up to access sites ? T
variations; harvest of areas difﬁcult,




Sectioned fresh slices ? dry ice (-78.5C) Thorough gross evaluation of tissue;
minimal instrumentation; easy access
to any part of interest, e.g., head of
hippocampus, pulvinar, etc.; moderate
freezing artifacts
Irregular slices unless performed by
competent prosectors; often retrieval of
many slices to ﬁnd the exact target;
slice is warmed up to harvest area of
interest ? T ﬂuctuations; monitoring
the leftover is cumbersome, which
complicates further assessments of
eligibility for fulﬁlling requests
NYBB present protocol (LNV: -195C) Thorough gross evaluation. Quick
disbursement; precise anatomy,
no ﬂuctuation of T, easy to store and track;
mild freezing artifacts; increased
freezer efﬁciency
Laborious dissection usually including
two individuals, and at least one with
good command of the protocol,
anatomy, and neuropathology; special
apparatus, dedicated space for
processing
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overnight before thin cryo-sections are being produced.
These sections are fragile and hence they must be
manipulated with extreme care. Placing the thin sections
on slides must be done carefully without stretching the
parenchyma. Then once, one or more sections are
attached to the slide, the complex slide-tissue must be
immediately immersed in the ﬁxative of choice. It is
imperative to avoid dehydration of the sections. Dehy-
dration causes extensive vacuolization of the parenchyma.
These vacuoles mimic the tears caused by the formation
of intraparenchymal crystals of ice, which occur when the
freezing of blocks is too slow because the temperature is
not cold enough. The formation of intraparenchymal
crystals of ice can be more efﬁciently averted by using,
for example, LNV instead of dry ice.
Diagnostic categorization and standardized
neuropathologic evaluation
Clinical and pathologic data determine the categorization
of the brain for research. Thorough, standardized patho-
logic examination is performed to give the best survey
of normal or abnormal brains. For the neuropathological
evaluation, the contralateral half-brain is used, immersed in
2.0 l buffered, 10% formalin solution, at room temperature,
over 7–10 days.
Macroscopic examination
The weight of the ﬁxed half-brain is recorded. Pictures are
taken. Vascular stenosis and residual lumen are estimated
and recorded as a percentage. The cerebellum and brain-
stem are separated from the cerebral hemisphere according
to the methods used for the half-brain set aside for research
(see above). The cerebral hemisphere is sectioned coro-
nally on a set of standard landmarks with extra cuts in
between, in front, and behind the landmarks, according to
the size of the brain (30–35 slices).
The landmarks are: Immediately anterior to the tem-
poral tip, anterior margin of the optic chiasma, 3.0 mm
posterior to the anterior commissure (to obtain the amyg-
daloid nucleus, all slices are parallel to this line),
infundibulum, anterior third of the mammillary body and
3.0 mm posterior to mammillary body (to cut through the
subthalamic nucleus––in contrast, when processing the
fresh half-brain, the cut grazes the posterior edge of
the mammillary body to obtain a block that includes the
subthalamic nucleus), midpoint of cerebral peduncle,
posterior junction of peduncle with midbrain tegmentum
(to obtain lateral geniculate body).
The ﬁrst cut passes 3.0 mm caudal to the cut surface of
the anterior commissure on the medial aspect of the cere-
bral hemisphere. This cut is in an axis perpendicular to a
line that is tangential to the ventral aspect of the inferior
temporal gyrus and occipital pole. This cut provides both
Fig. 21 Serial, 10 lm thick sections from the cerebral cortex (same
patient as in Fig. 19) without (a) or with (b) prominent artifacts,
which consist of innumerable, optically empty vacuoles. These
vacuoles are not due to the original freezing of the block, as they are
not seen in a or in Fig. 19, but secondary to dehydration that occurred
during the interval of time that the thin section was laid on the slide
and immersed in absolute alcohol. HE
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and all slices are cut parallel to this section. The brainstem
is sectioned transversely, and the cerebellum is sectioned
sagittally, each at 0.3 cm intervals.
Any atrophy is graded from 0 (no atrophy) to 4 (very
severe atrophy). Focal lesions are described by size, shape,
contour, color, consistency, side, and site (SS CCC SS).
Microscopic examination
As stated, 18 standardized, representative blocks are
selected for microscopic examination (Fig. 22). The stan-
dardization of the blocks is an integrative component of the
brain bank operation (Figs. 2, 4, 5, 10, 12, 14). These
blocks closely match those harvested from the contralateral
half-brain, which are prepared for research (Fig. 12). Thus,
parafﬁn block no. 1 of the ﬁxed half-brain matches LNV-
frozen block no. 1 (SBB1), etc.
Additional blocks are taken when directed by the gross
examination of the specimen or by clinical history. There is
representative, histological documentation of the lesions
identiﬁed grossly. Parafﬁn sections with a thickness of
7 lm from all blocks are stained with Luxol-fast-blue and
counterstained with hematoxylin and eosin for general
survey. Selected sections are stained with Bielschowsky for
evaluation of axons, neuritic plaques, and neuroﬁbrillary
and glial tangles; antibodies against b-amyloid, for vascular
and parenchymal deposits; phosphorylated tau for neuronal
and glial tangles; ubiquitin for ubiquitinated cytoplasmic,
nuclear, or axonal aggregates; a-synuclein for Lewy bodies,
Lewy neurites, and glial tangles; or other antibodies as
indicated by ﬁndings or history. The mean number of
neuritic plaques in ﬁve, random, 1009 ﬁelds per slide is
recorded using Bielschowsky-stained slides or b-amyloid
labeled sections from blocks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 18.
The leftovers of every brain banked are placed in for-
malin in a separate, dedicated container for each half,
which carries a color-coded label with an anonymized
identiﬁer. The containers are kept in the storage room for
formalin-ﬁxed samples of the NYBB. The histology slides
are ﬁled in cabinets that are kept within the laboratory of
the NYBB for immediate access when necessary. The
formalin phosphate ﬁxed and parafﬁn embedded blocks are
stored within the facilities of the Department of Pathology
and Neuropathology of the New York Presbyterian Hos-
pital, as the NYBB is an integrated part of this Department.
Thus, the rest of the ﬁxed half-brain and the leftover of the
contralateral half, the parafﬁn blocks, and histologic sec-
tions are stored and made available for further diagnostic
procedures when indicated or for additional investigations
(e.g., comparative, morphological, or quantitative studies).
Neuropathology reports and diagnostic categorizations
The gross and microscopic examination results are recor-
ded in two standardized, neuropathology reports for each
brain. One report is narrative or text-based as part of the
patient’s chart. The second report is electronic, including
semi-quantitative assessments of changes, to identify
samples stored for research according to criteria such as the
extent of degenerative changes.
For the diagnostic categorization of the brains, we use
the published criteria listed on the NYBB web site (http://
www.newyorkbrainbank.org). For example, we assign the
diagnosis of Alzheimer disease when the criteria of ‘‘The
Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Dis-
ease’’ (CERAD) are met [33]. The likelihood that dementia
is due to the Alzheimer changes (neuronal loss, presence of
neuroﬁbrillary tangles of Alzheimer and of neuritic pla-
ques) is assessed according to the criteria proposed by
Fig. 22 Eighteen standardized blocks harvested for microscopic
examination. This series matches the standardized series obtained
from the contralateral half-brain prepared for research, which are
referred to as standard brain blocks (SBB)
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Working Group on Diagnostic Criteria for the Neuropa-
thologic Assessment of Alzheimer’s Disease’’ [46].
Furthermore, we assign a Braak and Braak stage to reﬂect
the extent of involvement of the neuroﬁbrillary tangles of
Alzheimer [8, 9] or that of the Lewy body-containing
neurons [10]. A brain is assigned to the category of
Alzheimer disease Lewy body variant (ADLBV) if there is
documented dementia, neuronal loss with neuritic plaques,
and neuroﬁbrillary tangles that occur in numbers of
diagnostic signiﬁcance for AD, and with cortical and sub-
cortical Lewy bodies [19, 20]. The subcortical areas with
Lewy bodies include substantia innominata, amygdala,
hypothalamus, substantia nigra pars compacta, nucleus
coeruleus, and dorsal nucleus of vagus. These criteria are
subject to changes contingent to authoritative guidelines.
‘‘Distributive Diagnoses’’ versus ‘‘Request Diagnoses’’
To identify samples in storage that best match the speciﬁc
requirements of an investigation, a link combines the ﬁle of
requests (ﬁlled by the investigator) with the ﬁle including
the characteristics of the samples in storage (ﬁlled by the
neuropathologist). The request ﬁle lists a set of questions
addressed to the investigators; familiarity with either
the neuroanatomy or neuropathology, or both, may vary.
The questions guide the requestors; the answers greatly
contribute to the pre-selection of the pool of samples that
may or may not be eligible for a particular study. In
addition, the request ﬁle offers a set of pictures providing
details about the neuroanatomy and the SBB with their
structures or areas, which are labeled.
The quintessence of the categorization of these samples
is the ‘‘distributive diagnosis’’, which is assigned to each
brain and, by extrapolation, to each of its derived samples.
Furthermore, a ‘‘matching diagnosis’’ is assigned to each
brain, which is a more general diagnostic subgroup, and
thus less speciﬁc than the ‘‘distributive diagnosis’’. The
subgroup ‘‘matching diagnosis’’ allows an electronic-sup-
ported, pre-selection of brain samples that may be suitable
for a given request. Both the clinical (CDx) and the neu-
ropathologic diagnoses (NPDx) determine the distributive
diagnosis (DDx) of any brain processed and made available
for research. Thus, the summary formula is CDx +
NPDx = DDx. For example, if the thorough macroscopic
and microscopic examinations using conventional methods
of brain evaluation do not reveal any speciﬁc diagnostic
abnormality, the neuropathologic diagnosis assigned to this
brain would be ‘‘Diagnosis: There is no diagnostic abnor-
mality recognized’’. Furthermore, if the clinical diagnosis
is ‘‘myocardial infarct’’ and the individual were without
any neurological or neuropsychiatric impairment, the
distributive diagnosis would be ‘‘No diagnostic abnormal-
ity recognized’’ and the matching diagnosis would be
‘‘Normal control.’’ However, if the clinical diagnosis were
‘‘Schizophrenia’’, then the distributive diagnosis would be
‘‘No diagnostic abnormality recognized––Schizophrenia’’,
and the matching diagnosis would be ‘‘Schizophrenia’’.
Thus, this brain would be suitable for research on schizo-
phrenia. That, in schizophrenia, volumetric loss of the brain
or enlarged ventricles compared to individuals without
neurologic or psychiatric disorders occurs, or that changes
involving the pyramidal cells of the entorhinal cortex may
be detectable using conventional methods of neuropatho-
logical evaluation, although not speciﬁc, would further
support the eligibility of this brain for studies on schizo-
phrenia [21, 26].
Brains from individuals without neurologic or psychi-
atric disorders may or may not have focal lesions. When no
lesion is found on thorough neuropathologic examination,
the distributive diagnosis assigned is ‘‘No diagnostic
abnormality recognized’’ and the matching diagnosis is
‘‘Normal control.’’ However, if asymptomatic infarcts, or
sequelae of a subacute or old trauma, or acute, focal
damage involving an otherwise unremarkable brain were
found on examination, the distributive and matching
diagnoses assigned would be ‘‘Possible control’’ and the
samples of this brain would be ﬂagged to highlight its
limitation. Thus, ‘‘Possible controls’’ are clearly segregated
from ‘‘Normal controls’’. Samples from brains categorized
as ‘‘Possible controls’’ are used in rare instances, for
example, when tissues are requested to test or titer anti-
bodies, or to adjust reagents, or to check techniques in
progress. Furthermore, the distinction between ‘‘Normal
control’’ and ‘‘Possible control’’ is made to optimize the
validity of the interpretations of data these brains yield.
A list of request diagnoses (RDx) is included in a pull-
down menu on the electronic request form, which is
accessible at our web site (http://www.newyorkbrainbank.
org). An investigator seeking a tissue can select the diag-
nosis of interest among those listed on the pull-down menu.
If the one sought is not itemized, the investigators can
specify the diagnosis they are interested in by using a
dedicated ﬁeld.
The software identiﬁes samples in storage with charac-
teristics that best match the variables of the request, as a
link exists between the ‘‘distributive diagnosis’’ and the
‘‘matching diagnosis’’. The samples with the best comple-
ment between the ‘‘request diagnosis’’ and the ‘‘distributive
diagnosis’’ are automatically identiﬁed. Simultaneously, the
coordinates of the site where the eligible samples are stored
are provided, allowing their retrieval from the storage
freezers within minutes.
As mentioned, we perform a detailed, neuropathologic
evaluation to characterize the variables of samples made
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reports based on the results of both macroscopic and
microscopic examinations of the brain prepared for
research. One report is text-based for the patient’s clini-
cians and chart. The second is electronic and ﬁgure-based
to assess the extent of the severity of any detectable
changes. The resulting data are used to identify electroni-
cally, for example, a block of cerebral cortex (BA9) of a
woman with mild dementia, which contains less than three
neuritic plaques per 1009 microscopic power. The soft-
ware will provide a list of the matching samples for BA9,
including the freezer coordinates to locate these samples of
interest. Once they have been disbursed, a code indicates
who performed the disbursement and to whom, where, and
when the samples were sent. In addition, upon retrieval of
stored samples (currently up to 500/month), the software
records the space made available for newly harvested
samples, with a consequential 45% increased efﬁciency of
the freezer cabinets.
Conclusion
This report focuses on how best to prepare, categorize, and
bank brains for research. The strengths of these methods
are manifold. To ensure that the samples provided for
research are truly representative of the disease of interest,
only professionals knowledgeable about neuroanatomy,
neuropathology, and the protocol, perform the dissections
of the brains donated for research. To assess the brain
tissue reliably, especially when it is processed fresh,
expertise in neuropathology is necessary. Clinicopatho-
logical discrepancies of unsuspected, additional ﬁndings
were discovered in 12% of brains collected for research
over a 22-month period [49]. A signiﬁcant difference in
detection of abnormalities in 100 brains was documented,
depending on whether the doctor had had formal post-
graduate training in pathology. Furthermore, the difference
was greater when the evaluation was done with fresh than
with formalin-ﬁxed brains [31].
To meet the needs for research and to secure the diag-
nostic categorization, one half-brain is banked and the
other is processed for the neuropathological evaluation.
Thus, one half-brain is processed fresh as soon as possible
after death. The yield of extensively harvested and freshly
processed samples is maximized, which produces a pool
of specimens that have been precisely categorized, ana-
tomically and diagnostically, and are eligible for a wide
range of investigations. The availability of many stored
samples is essential for fulﬁlling tissue requests quickly
and optimally. An efﬁcient operation demands a rigorous
system for storing the samples. Brieﬂy, a set of vari-
ables characterizes the samples stored in hierarchical,
compartmentalized freezer cabinets. The variables are used
to swiftly sort candidate samples that best match even
complex investigations. These variables are electronically
recorded and coupled with a barcoded tracking system for
each stored sample. The identiﬁcation and location of
samples eligible for a speciﬁc investigation, is achieved
quickly.
The core of these methods resides in the standardization
of preparation and categorization of brains for research.
The time invested for harvesting and freezing topographi-
cally well-categorized samples upon reception of a fresh
brain is worthwhile. Indeed, these electronically tracked
samples can be immediately disbursed once categorized
diagnostically and qualitatively. There is no need, for
example, to warm up a banked half-brain that was frozen
en bloc, or a frozen coronal slice, to carve out a block
including the amygdaloid nucleus. That approach is cum-
bersome; its steps are labor intensive; the temperature
ﬂuctuations inevitably stress the tissue. Moreover, keeping
a record of the parts disbursed is challenging (Table 1).
A thorough, neuropathological examination using the
contralateral half-brain is an integral part of the teaching
function of the institution, which is important in light of the
current low rate of autopsies. Furthermore, the standardi-
zation of the protocol establishes a collection of histological
slides systematically selected from speciﬁc areas. Addi-
tionally, a collection of uniformly selected formalin
phosphate-ﬁxed and parafﬁn-embedded blocks are made
available as a source of epitopes or nucleic acids, with
speciﬁc topographies, abnormalities, and pedigrees.
This improved protocol has been successfully applied
while processing about 500 brains at the NYBB at
Columbia University since 2001. Currently, the NYBB
manages more than 150,000 electronically tracked frozen
samples. Up to 6,000 samples a year are disbursed
worldwide. Ninety percent of the samples are disbursed to
investigators within ﬁve working days from the time of
receipt of the request forms.
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